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–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Water: A global connector of communities around the world. As populations
increase, communities must collaborate to ensure continued access to clean
drinking water. As Secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban Ki Moon,
writes in the World Water Development Report (2016, http://unesdoc.unesco.
org/images/0024/002439/243938e.pdf), “water is essential to decent jobs and
sustainable development. Now is the time to increase investments in protecting and
rehabilitating water resources, including drinking water, as well as sanitation while
focusing on generating employment.” The question is: How will the future caretakers
of the world - the youth of our global community - learn how to protect water?
A team from the Bard College Center
for Civic Engagement (CCE) and
“We all live downstream.”
Environmental and Urban Studies
- (anonymous)
program at Bard College (Annandaleon-Hudson, New York), worked
in collaboration with Astrakhan State University’s student-led “Eco-Squad”
(Astrakhan, Russia), to establish a trans-national partnership based on the shared
values of stewardship and environmental education for the protection of waterways.
The team worked together over 10 months to create activities that engage youth in
protecting water starting in the communities close to the Hudson and Volga River
watersheds where Bard College and Astrakhan are located.

The materials are a compilation of cross cultural education and stewardship activities
that can help teachers, professors, educators and community leaders creatively
engage young people both in and out of the classroom. The activities contained in
this Toolkit reflect the combined efforts of all members of the team and are written
in such a manner to reach a wide international audience and to be used in any
community.
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Purpose of this Toolkit
The Toolkit is a cross cultural collaboration that represents the voices and “best practices”
of US and Russian students and community members. It offers engaging outreach strategies
from two diverse communities that are committed to the health of rivers and streams in their
communities. By building this Toolkit we hoped to provide strategies for both existing and
newly-formed community groups or educators primarily focused on youth leadership. Educators
can use the Toolkit to plan educational activities for kids, to engage in citizen science projects,
to create stewardship activities for all ages, or to learn how to work with local municipalities on
environmental issues.
Our audience is primarily school teachers, college students, and other prospective environmental
educators working with students between the ages of 10 and 15. Because the Eco-Squad works
mainly with high school students and Bard CCE works with elementary to middle school
students, we have incorporated activities for all levels that can be adjusted for any age group.

Why is this important?
Creating a Toolkit for environmental education and community building from a multicultural
perspective creates new possibilities for youth to engage and improve their local environments.
By combining the best practices from the Volga and Hudson River watersheds, we were able to
incorporate a diversity of ideas on how to address community needs, and identify creative new
approaches.
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Some Basic Facts About Our Home Watersheds
Hudson River Watershed
• Home of New York City and West Point
• Once an area for dumping waste (e.g. paint,
PCBs)
• Clean Water Act influenced by Hudson River
Sloop Clearwater
• National Environmental Protection Act
influenced by “the Storm King decision”
• Indian Point nuclear power plant is
controversial
• PCB contamination and sewer overflows are
still problems

Similarities
• Source of drinking water for surrounding
communities
• Hydroelectric stations located throughout
watershed
• Sturgeon species are symbolic of both regions
• Phragmites and water chestnut are found in
both ecosystems

Volga River Watershed
• Longest river in Europe
• Travels from Moscow to the Caspian Sea
• A “closed basin” - water does not flow to
ocean
• Surrounded by desert and fed by a smaller
sister river also called the Volga
• Sturgeon grown in nurseries
• Watershed contains enormous reservoirs
• Lotus plants grow

• Wetland habitats rich in environmental
services surround watershed
• River is a fuel transportation route
• River may freeze
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How to Use This Toolkit
This Toolkit provides an assortment of activities that may be used as independent activities
for short-term programs or used as connected programs as part of a larger education and
stewardship program (such as the Day in the Life of the Hudson River, https://www.ldeo.
columbia.edu/edu/k12/snapshotday/). Choose your activities carefully. Be sure to identify your
specific goals and objectives for your target audience (students, community members, or both
combined--sometimes referred to herein as “participants”). With your end goal in mind it is
easier to “plan backwards”, which means choosing activities that will lead to the fulfillment of
your specific goals.

How to Set a Goal and Objectives
A goal states what you hope to accomplish in the future. It’s your aspiration but it does not say
how you intend to meet your goal. Objectives are concrete and measurable steps to help you
reach your goal. You can use an easy acronym, S.M.A.R.T., to create objectives.

Specific (Who? What? When? Where? Why?)
Measureable (What metrics will you use to determine that you met the goal?)
Achievable (What can you do to make it attainable?)
Relevant (What makes sense to meet your goals for your community?)
Time-Bound (What is your target date to launch the activity?)
Include the Local Environment in your Goals
Educational projects must be adapted to fit your local needs (the local environment,
seasons, river, watershed, region and target audience). The more local environmental
issues are incorporated into the activities, the more relevant and important the
stewardship project becomes to your community. Remember to allow for unplanned
environmental education moments in the project (unexpected wildlife sightings, student
questions, or tangential conversations).

Include the Local Community in your Goals

Partnering with other youth and school groups and local experts is a great way to adapt the
activities for regional and local significance. For more on partnership development, visit the
Community Tool Box (http://ctb.ku.edu/en/creating-and-maintaining-partnerships, a free
online resource for those working to build healthier communities and bring about social
change).
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One specific idea is to make a “mind map” or “organizational map” (like the image below).
Brainstorm all the key stakeholders and link them by common goals. The center bubble
represents your goal and the branches represent potential partners.

community
group

gov’t
office

university/
schools

protect
sturgeon

ecological
expert

youth
club

news ad

Choosing Activities and Adapting them to your Region
How to choose activities
and put them together
into a bigger project

How to adapt these to
your region, the current
season, your audience, etc.

Tips for leaders

Choose goal(s), objectives, and
audience.

Partner with youth/adult
experts and groups (share
knowledge, skills, resources)

Make it fun.

Use your local environmental
issues, local plants and
animals, and local people as
the focus of your lessons and
actions

Listen to locals AND experts,
etc.

Plan backwards: Decide what
activities will lead to your
goals.
Choose one or a combination
of Environmental Education,
Civic Engagement, and
Stewardship activities that will
meet your goals

Teachable moments: use
unplanned wildlife sightings
and unexpected student
questions to enhance the
learning experience.

Make it hands-on.

Respect people and planet!
Listen first, science after especially when it comes to
building community support
Get people of all ages involved
in studying, speaking out, and
protection (Explore, Identify,
Act)
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How the Toolkit is Arranged
This Toolkit is arranged into three main activities sections:
Activities: a compilation of our hands-on-activities in three categories

Explore
activities are about discovering the beauty and diversity of your local environment.

Identify
activities are about delving deeper into the science of waterway protection.

Act
activities are about becoming civically engaged--taking action-- from hands-on
protection of resources to speaking up for the environment in public forums.
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Explore
How do you get to know a river? By exploring it! In this section, you will have
the opportunity to understand a river and its ecosystem through exploration.
There are many aspects that make a river what it is: What critters live in the
river? What plants live in and around the river? How does the river change
the environment in which it’s located? As human beings, we are inextricably
intertwined with our local ecosystem in many diverse and intricate ways. The
Hudson River changes our daily lives, from how it feeds our local farms to
where we get our drinking water.
Aspects of exploring rivers

Historical research (what have other groups done in the past, was the river involved in industry, etc.)
Scientific Tests (is the river healthy in terms of pH, salinity, turbidity, coliforms etc.)
Learning basic ecology (plants and animals endemic or commonly found in the ecosystem)
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Activity: Explore

What Is In My Water?
Introduction to Local Watershed Ecology

Prep Connect with local experts and

Overview

plan a visit with your class or group.
Gather nature photos and videos. This
activity is actually made up of smaller
activities! Use one part or all of this
in your opening classroom lesson on
ecology and watersheds.

Introduce students to local plants and
Materials Projector, photos,
animals without leaving the classroom
videos, writing materials, notecards,
using guest speakers, slideshows, videos,
ball (optional)
and/or games. How do living creatures fit
together in an ecosystem? How do humans
fit in? Ever wonder how you can preserve
and protect your backyard? Or your favorite
park? Or your neighborhood in general?
This class will provide information that
will help you promote conservation and preservation while encouraging student
leadership to help preserve the local environment. The lesson introduces both the
concept of “watershed” and the idea that “we all live downstream”.
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Procedure

Ecology discussion: Yes! Man is a part of nature. But plants and animals are
also parts of nature. Nature is our common home. In Greek, “home” = “eco”, and “science” =
“logos”. The science of nature - our common home - is called “ecology”. In our life, we often
hear the word “ecology”. Our home is in great danger. Scientists talk about a possible ecological
catastrophe on our planet. We hear this everywhere - calls for help to our environment and to
save our land for future generations. Everyone, young and old, can do something to protect the
earth even if in the backyard.
What is the difference between the living nature and the inanimate (biotic and abiotic)? How
do these two things interact? Water is a non-living (abiotic) feature of the environment, but
is crucial to life because of what it contains (plants, animals, minerals, gases - like oxygen).
Sunlight is an abiotic feature of the environment, but crucial to plant growth, and thus much of
the food web. Plants are biotic but produce oxygen, an abiotic feature. These biotic and abiotic
features of the environment interact to form an ecosystem.
Conceptual activity: Take a phrase about ecology and put it on several notecards.
Examples: “Nature is everything that surrounds people and the people themselves”
(Russian saying) or “When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything
else in the Universe” (quote from famous US naturalist John Muir). Mix up the notecards and
challenge the students to make a complete phrase. Then ask them to interpret what it means for
creatures that live in the water.
A game: The teacher calls (or shows) objects of biotic or abiotic nature. If an object refers to a
biotic feature, children clap their hands. If the object is abiotic, they do not clap. If the object is
created by a person, the students raise their hands. Teacher then checks student knowledge and
attention: sun, castle, child, tree, sky, lion, water, jacket, cow, chamomile, dove, fish, mushroom,
sand, chair, stone, mouse, book.
Host an ecology specialist from a local university, nonprofit or governmental agency. Show
a slideshow or video that features the local ecology that highlights the kind of wildlife that
children may encounter in their environment (the Hudson River Estuary Program has a slide
show-style “Virtual Tour”). With the help of the visiting expert, students can draw or write about
threats to the ecology around them along with pictures or writing focused on how to preserve
the beauty and health of the world around them.
Discuss endangered species (in Russia, endangered plants and animals are listed in The Red
Book). What local species are threatened or endangered? How are people working to help these
species? What can you do?

Follow-up

Take a field trip and look for real-world examples of the plants and animals
introduced in the classroom. Draw or write about human impacts on the environment that may
be harming people, animals and water. As a group, discuss potential solutions to those impacts.
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Impact game: “Friend and Foe of Nature” - the teacher throws the ball and calls out an action
of man (behavior) in relation to nature. If the action is useful, the student catches the ball and
throws to another student while teacher calls out another human behavior. If the action is
harmful, the student catches the ball and throws back to the teacher and student calls out a
potential solution to the action.
Based on the expert’s visit, students can identify an aspect of life on the waterway to research.
Students can create a class collage or mural about the local environment based on their findings.

How can this be adapted for different age groups? The activities are

appropriate for any age group. Older students can focus on researching topics of interest based
on expert visit.

Community experts can discuss the specific ways students can volunteer or take action as part of
the regional effort to preserve waterways.

Links (to example projects/lesson plans):
Hudson River Virtual Tour:
• http://www.dec.ny.gov/lands/25606.html
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Activity: Explore

Map Your Watershed!

Prep Print out local watershed maps

Overview
This lesson uses maps to engage students
with the local tributaries and gives
students a sense of the layout of the
local watershed and can help students
identify where they live in relation to the
watershed. Teachers should be able read
topographical maps to guide students
through the local tributaries, such as the
local Saw Kill near Bard College or the
Turtle (Черепаха) near Astrakhan.

showing topographic lines and laminate
or obtain a 3-D map/model of the local
region (or make one). Collect water
for each student to pour over the map.
Make sure to do this in an area that is
water friendly (like outside or a splash
zone in class) and encourage students to
dress appropriately.

Materials Waterproof or

laminated local watershed maps (one
per student or small group; materials
to build a water resistant or waterproof
3-D topographical model of the
watershed; water bucket filled with
water and plastic or paper cups; food
coloring or other materials that can
simulate pollutants.
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Procedure
• Split class into groups and give each
group a local watershed map.
• Describe what a watershed map is and the
importance of a watershed health for wildlife
and humans. Emphasize the interconnectedness of all the local waterways
• Allow students to explore the map,
locating their homes; have them place a
sticker on their home. Ask students to
identify the largest waterway. Ask students to
identify any human-made structures or towns
that may alter the waterway.

Example 3D Watershed Map

• Have students build a 3-D model of their watershed using the topographical map by
cutting layers of cardboard to represent different elevations (mountains would look like
concentric circles from the top, with a narrow circle on top of a larger one, on top of an even
larger one, etc.). You can paint these models to make them waterproof.
• Choose one waterproof 3-D watershed model. Allow students to pour water at the tops of
any hills in the topographical map. Ask students to identify where the water collects and to
develop hypotheses about the water’s behavior.
• Introduce some “pollution” (food coloring) to one part of the watershed. Ask students
what impact this pollution potentially has on the health of the waterway based on where the
pollution flows. What impacts might the pollution have on wildlife and the people living
in the watershed? Can students identify ways to prevent the pollution from impacting
life in the watershed? What potential impacts would their proposed solutions have on the
watershed?

Indoor opportunities This lesson can be done indoors with a splash-zone. This
would require plastic wrap on the floor or limited amounts of water to pour.

Follow-up Ask class to identify local sources of pollution in the community.

Students can
draw or write about how pollutants from these sources may be spreading in the waterway based
on observations made during the activity. Students can write or draw about their hypothesis
including local environmental factors that play a role in spreading pollution and proposals for
solutions. Students can reach out to local organizations working on issues of pollution in the
community to compare their hypothesis to findings related to the community.
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Alternatives
• Do not supply a topographical map; instead use colored pencils and have students map
their hypothesis about water flow, and make predictions abou where the water will collect.
• Create a 3-D model of your watershed using classroom materials or a 3-D printer. Make
predictions about flooding, pollution or impacts of human action. Pour water over 3-D
watershed map to test predictions.
• Take a field trip to local sites where real life impacts of pollutants can be found. Observe
impacts on waterway health.

How can this be adapted for different age groups? This activity can

be geared to students of any age. Older students can focus on aspects of pollution in the activity.
Students can test hypotheses about the impacts of pollution in one site and its impact on sites
downstream.

• Using research on how pollution spreads in watersheds, students can predict pollution
patterns on the topographical map using the research and compare with observations made
on the model to the actual impacts in the local community
• Students can reach out to local environmental organizations and join community action
efforts to stop pollution and improve watershed health.

Links
Find your “watershed address”:
• http://www.discoverwater.org/resources/
Explore_Watersheds_Science_Notebook.
pdf
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Activity: Explore

Life in the River
Overview
This is an easy activity to do with students
or community groups. Participants help
collect and identify fish and other
creatures found along a waterway.

Materials Seine net, kick-net,

dip net, clear basins and/or plastic
sandwich bags, field guides of fish or
dichotomous keys

Procedure Train participants to use various kinds of nets and to look for creatures under

debris and/or rocks (mostly benthic macroinvertebrates, but could be fish--like American
eel larvae). Participants can use the nets to collect fish and other creatures in the water for
collection in clear basins or plastic sandwich bags. Use field guides or dichotomous keys to
identify the creatures. Track which creatures you find and the frequency of each species.

Follow-up Have students research the species they found--are they threatened? What do

they need to survive? Are they important to people? Do the Create-a-Critter activity (Explore
section) or the Benthic Macroinvertebrate Study (Identify section).

How can this be adapted for different age groups? Students can

write research papers on a species and form hypotheses about local waterway health based on
life discovered during the collection.
• Community groups participating in this type of activity can do collections over time to
see if there are observable changes in the abundance of certain species.
• Community groups or students can create a display promoting water health in
partnership with local environmental organizations.
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Activity: Explore

Create-a-Critter

Materials Seine net, kick-net,

dip net, clear basins and/or plastic
sandwich bags, field guides of fish or
dichotomous keys

Prep Presentation on interesting

Overview
A creative activity where students
build plants/animals using biological
adaptations. This lesson explores how
physical characteristics of animals
(fins or toes, colors or patterns, spikes)
serve as adaptations for survival in the
natural world. Students will examine
several examples of how animals use
various visual stimuli for protection or as
camouflage, and how certain body parts
help with locomotion or defense.

species who use camouflage, aposematic
coloration, etc. How different animals
use their limbs to get around on land or
in water.

Materials Arts and craft supplies,

printed pictures of real animals for
inspiration (students can select types of
animals to be printed)
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Procedure
• Give a brief lecture on coloration, camouflage, adaptive traits, etc.
• Students create their own critters using art supplies - they can combine characteristics of
plants and animals.
• Students write about why they chose certain characteristics using environmental
reasoning.
• Display critters celebrating a holiday like Earth Day.

Indoor opportunities This activity can be done indoors with art supplies.
Photos (photos of students making critters as well as critters themselves)
Alternatives
• Develop dioramas of the animal habitats (using shoeboxes, etc.).
• Teams of students can create an animal together and present to the larger group outlining
their environmental reasoning.
• Create a creature that might be well-adapted for sea-level rises, for water temperatures
rising or for pollution. What traits might prevent a specifies from surviving these changes?
• Students can make presentations to the class on why their critter would be able to survive
in the local environment using their environmental reasoning.

How can this be adapted for different age groups? More details can

be included in the description of traits or students can conduct research on traits for themselves.

Links (to example projects/lesson plans)
• http://www.earthday.org/sites/default/
files/lp_-_color_in_nature.pdf
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Activity: Explore

Science Night Out
Overview
Students and community members explore
science through several indoor learning
stations focused on water.

Procedure Welcome the audience and

explain that science begins with exploration
and discovery! Science Night Out is designed
to make science fun. Trained volunteers will
stay at their station as students and other
participants move at their own pace from
station to station.

Prep Choose 2-10 science concepts
from this Toolkit or elsewhere and
create a learning station for each
(e.g. aquarium exploration; bunsen
burner water cycle demonstration;
salt/fresh water demonstration;
properties of water activities; etc.).
Make sure you have 1-2 trained
volunteers to lead each station.

Materials Water buckets,

graduated cylinders, paper clips,
olive oil, a freezer

• For phases of water: show that frozen olive
oil sinks and frozen water floats (you must use
ice trays and a freezer to freeze cubes of oil
and ice). Have students try to float a paper clip on the surface tension of water.

• For bunsen burner water cycle demonstration: use burner to boil water in a glass beaker;
put ice on top of the lid of the beaker to cause the evaporated water below to condense. This
demo shows the three phases of water.
• For Aquarium exploration: gather local fish, insects, and other creatures in order to
examine biological diversity. Have students examine the organisms in the tank or in smaller
bowls.
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Activity: Explore

Stream Walk

Materials Backpacks for each

Overview
Students and/or community members
explore the local waterways by walking
along a section of a tributary or river to
make observations and learn more about
the local environment.

Procedure The Stream Walk leader should

participant containing: measuring tape,
water bottle, clipboard and data sheets,
pens, binoculars, scavenger hunt lists
School bus and/or vans may be
necessary to get to the starting point.

Prep Collect the materials for

backpacks. Check property ownership
and get permissions from property
owners and specify location and length
of walk.

stop 4-10 times along the waterway to make
observations (physical, chemical, and/or biological factors). Participants can use
scavenger hunt sheet to make additional observations. Ask participants why some of
the items on the scavenger hunt list are not easily observed (could be related to health of
waterway and can highlight areas where your waterway is at risk).
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Alternatives and how can this be adapted for different age
groups? A stream walk is an easily adaptable activity for any group. It can build your

community organizing, create allies, promote an environmental initiative or reinforce positive
environmental behaviors in children.
Invite property owners, environmental organizations and other community stakeholders to
attend the stream walk to promote watershed protection.
• A stream walk is a good opportunity to launch a waterway stewardship group and can be
used to promote your mission and goals for your group.
• An alternative exploration can be done on a boat to explore the physical, chemical, and
biological aspects of the waterway.

Links (to example projects/lesson plans)
• http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/pdf/
level1/Pubsstreamsurvey.pdf
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Activity: Explore

Nature and Us Scavenger Hunt
Overview
Biological diversity is important for any
watershed. This lesson is designed to engage
students with the diversity of species living
in local tributaries and water. You can
combine this activity with a stream walk
or a trip to a local museum/zoo/park
that features the diversity of nature and its
interactions with water.

Procedure Divide students into their

pre-assigned groups and send them to previouslyestablished areas of exploration - they can rotate
through the areas depending on what observations
can be made.

Indoor adaptation Hang photographs

around classroom and conduct a mock scavenger
hunt. Split children into teams and provide tools
to observe animals in pre-collected water samples.
• Use charades, riddles or 20 questions
with teams to act out or guess the animals
known to live in the local waterways.
• Students can write about animal adaptations
they observe based on questions like:
Are animals smaller than you? Taller than you?
Colorful? Pointy, soft, hard, moving, shiny, cold,
etc.? (Ask the students to identify physical or
behavioral features that they share in
common with wild animals or pets...
Fur? Sharp teeth? Ability to swim? Etc.)

Prep Teachers should research

local plants and animals living in local
tributaries and the connection to the
local river. Develop scavenger hunt
lists to include plants and animals
and parts of the watershed where you
want students to focus. Do a “practice
field trip” inside the classroom to
demonstrate to your students proper
behavior when working outdoors. We
recommend one adult chaperone per
5-10 students (depending on age).
Divide students into groups of 5-10.
Determine the area students will be
allowed to explore (either on school
grounds, on a stream walk, at a park
or pond, or at a local museum). Print
photographs. Collect water samples.

Materials Photographs of animals

and plants that cannot be collected or
are hard to observe. Water samples and
some naturally occurring plants and
animals. Small buckets for collecting
water. Prizes for competitions.
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Activity: Explore

Drawing Nature

Prep Identify a specific ecological

issue and research the complex impacts
of that issue on the watershed and
the life within the watershed. Create
a concept map (or print an existing
one - like https://d3dqsm2futmewz.
cloudfront.net/docs/symposia/
symp2005/Jung.pdf) that helps students
visualize the impacts.

Materials Art materials can
Overview
Introduce children to ecological challenges
and their solutions in a creative process as a
way to stress the importance of biological
diversity for local waterways. Choose one
challenge or action and track the potential
reactions/impacts (intended or unintended)
in the environment.

include colored pencils, paints, natural
materials (found items like leaves,
sticks, rocks, drawings in mud, etc.)
or sculpture materials (clay, popsicle
sticks, etc.) or images cut out from
magazines. Using recycled items
highlights importance of reuse.
- If done outdoors, make arrangements
for proper cleanup and disposal of
waste water Be sure to provide hard
surfaces (clipboard, hardcover books)
and have paperweights (rocks) handy.

Procedure
• Discuss the challenge being highlighted for the activity (invasive species impacts, use of
salt on roadways during cold weather months). Introduce the concept map to visualize how
complex ecological systems are in the local area and show a few places where the challenge is
impacting the environment.
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• Have students make individual or collaborative collages (or drawings) that highlight
impacts on the environment. This can include potential future impacts and students’ creative
solutions.
• Indoors drawings can be created from ecological concepts researched online or from
inspiring books or magazine images or even an indoor fish tank/ecosystem replica. Plants
can be collected from the focus site.

Follow-up Hang an art display of everyone’s work. Older groups can organize art critiques

or include one page write ups that includes research on the topic being discussed.

Alternatives The activity can be turned into a drawing contest within a class, school or

community. Local environmental experts can be asked to judge and winners can be recognized
at a local public meeting.

How can this be adapted for different age groups?

This activity
is appropriate for any age group - including local community members. The complexity of the
ecological concepts being introduced can be determined based on age group. Older students can
manage more complex concepts and can create concept maps of their own or research concept
maps.

Links (to example projects/lesson plans)
• http://www.developingaglobalperspective.
ca/wp-content/assets/thematicpackages/
Environment_Resource_Package.pdf
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Activity: Explore

What Is Moving on the River?

Prep Identify areas along your local

river where human life can be observed.
Find a comfortable location.

Materials Pens and paper (or
Overview

art materials), watch with stop watch,
clipboards, binoculars

Participants will observe birds and boats
using binoculars and then draw and write
about their observations. The Volga and the Hudson River inspired this activity
because both rivers are working rivers for animals and humans including large bird
species who live and/or migrate alongside the human boat traffic that includes small
ships and large barges. This lesson focuses on the life on a river that can be observed
in one sitting or over time.
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Procedure Record information about boats you see: the time, type of ship, name of ship,

whether it was travelling southbound or northbound, whether it was “loaded or light” (full of
cargo or not), and what type of cargo it carried (or that you imagine it carried). How long does it
take for the ship to travel? Can you calculate how fast the ship is traveling? Draw pictures of the
boats or birds you see or write about what you are observing about life along the river. Observe
birds through binoculars. Identify them using field guides, what behaviors do you observe? Are
they hunting, building nests, flying or perching? Draw them in their environment. What about
the river’s edge helps them survive? What else do you see? Are there other species you can
observe? What sounds do you hear? What do you smell?

Follow-up Coordinate a day of river observations with participants from different parts of
the river. Bring groups together to share observations, pictures or writing. Identify a creative
way the groups can connect their observations from different parts of the river.
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Identify
Now that you have gotten to know your local watershed creatively using observation,
hypothesis and predictions - it is time to dive deeper. In this section, we seek
to identify specific issues related to local watershed and waterway health in your
community. Why do we care? Our community’s actions directly impact watershed/
river health and the health of our watershed/river directly impacts our community.
What can we do to identify the strengths and weaknesses of our waterway’s health
and the human impact on a river? What clues can we identify in the local ecosystem
to determine the state of the waterway? In what ways can be begin to use this
information to create healthier communities?
Aspects of river health
Indicator species or specific tests ((biological, physical and chemical assessments) can give provide a
comprehensive picture of health in a waterway.
Research of local communities and their interaction with the ecosystem can help diagnose the roots of
the issue.
Monitoring over time at various points in the river can show the impacts of specific problems identified
in an initial assessment.
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Activity: Identify

Underwater Living

Prep Collect pond or creek water

with leaves and sticks and mud (use
a dip net and a bucket, or look under
rocks for BMI).
• Before you work with students,
explore the bucket yourself to make
sure there is some pond or stream
life. Where applicable, have groups
of students wear waders to gather
water for the activity.

Overview
Students will explore the small animals
called benthic macroinvertebrates that
are found in local streams and ponds
to determine stream health (such as
diversity and adaptations). Benthic
macroinvertebrates (BMIs) are small
creatures without backbones living in all
bodies of water. At a quick glance, BMIs
are difficult to spot; but when you explore
and look closely, you can see that they are
everywhere (you learned how to do this
in the first section). Since different BMI
species are differentially sensitive to

• Divide the sample into 4-5 trays
(enough for each group of four
students to explore) and set the
trays on separate tables.
• Divide the tools including
spoons, magnifying glasses, eyedroppers, laminated ID sheets
between the tables.

Materials Bucket, dip net,

pond or creek water with leaves and
macroinvertebrates, trays, magnifying
glasses/boxes, simple tools like plastic
spoons, eyedroppers, laminated
macroinvertebrate identification key,
OPTIONAL: waders, slide projector
and sample slides. Pictures of BMIs
that are likely not going to be observed.
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pollutants, they are important for assessing the health of a body of water. Some are
pollution sensitive and only live in healthy rivers (Stoneflies, Mayflies, Crayfish);
some are moderately tolerant to pollutants (Damselfly nymph, Dragonfly nymph,
water penny); and some are pollution tolerant (snails, leeches, beetles).

Procedure
• Explain the activity and its importance: certain creatures indicate the health of the
waterway. Explain how to examine the creatures carefully using the magnifying tools and
your identification sheets.
• Divide the students into groups and send them to tables. Bring extraordinary examples
around for all students to see (or use an overhead projector).
• As you identify your BMIs, record how many of each species you find. Compare how
many of pollution sensitive, moderately tolerant, and pollution tolerant BMIs you find.
What is your assessment, based on BMI collection, of the health of your waterway
• OPTIONAL: have students draw a picture of one specimen and labelling organism, taxa,
thorax, legs, abdomen, antenna, wings etc. Keep records of all the creatures.
• Discuss the diversity of creatures and whether or not the stream is healthy based on biotic
index. Challenge students to calculate the Biotic Index (Biotic Index = 2(n Class I) + (n
Class II) where n = number of taxa (different organisms based on appearance).
• Ask students to identify creative solutions for water cleanup to improve the Biotic Index of
the pond or waterway.

Follow-up If you measure the presence of different species of BMIs from month to month

or even year to year, you can determine how levels of pollution has changed or how effective
pollution control activities have been in your community.

Alternatives dissection microscope,

slide projector with special specimen slides
allow you to project images of the BMI on
the wall.

Links (to example projects/lesson plans)
• http://ecosystems.psu.edu/youth/sftrc/
lesson-plan-pdfs/BioticIndexCard.pdf
• https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KVMCPXDohgA
• https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/
originals/07/a0/18/07a01894da25a2588225
5ef48c5a261f.jpg
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Activity: Identify

Water Quality Testing

Prep Determine what you are testing

Overview
Testing for water quality regularly is
important for maintaining the health and
productivity of waterways close to human
development. There are a mixture of
chemical and physical tests designed to be
done in the classroom with water samples
from your local waterway. You can work
with a local environmental organization,
many have set protocols in place for water
quality testing and may provide useful
information in helping you determine
what to test for and where to collect
samples (if you decide to collect samples
from local waterways).

for and what type of water you will
collect (school tap water, free flowing
stream, road ditch, small pond, stream,
river, large lake or reservoir).
ollect information about what
conductivity/turbidity/etc. mean
and their significance in watershed
health. Look to resources like the
Environmental Protection Agancy:
https://www.epa.gov/environmentaltopics/water-topics. Collect all
materials, write up protocols, organize
volunteers or students.

Materials Materials will be

determined by what you intend on
testing in your water.
Water samples, pipettes, 500 mL bottles,
gloves, autoclaved collection bottles
Water test kits that include at least four
test components (e.g. dissolved oxygen,
chlorides, phosphates, water hardness,
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Procedure We recommend following the

predesignated procedure for each assay associated
with your water testing kit.
• Introduce the activity by describing the
components of water that can be measured in
your water test kit. Discuss the importance of
each component and how it affects the water
quality.
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Materials (cont.) nitrate,

ammonia, pH) are available. Biological
Oxygen Demand, Coliform/
Enterococcus, Turbidity, Conductivity/
Salinity, pH and temperature assays
all have separate and relatively simple
procedures.

Kits typically include materials like: YSI
• Divide students into lab groups and distribute probe (productivity, DO, salinity), pH
meter, microbes (IDEXX systems), YSI
water test kits. Review instructions for using
sensor, IDEXX colilert and enterolert
the kits provided by the supplier. Include any
media packets, turbidimeter, 1 50 mL
safety precautions.
centrifuge tube, 2 150 mL vessels,
100mL IDEXX vessels, 25 mL pipettes,
• Have each lab group assess one of the lab
DI Water
samples and record their findings on their lab
sheets.
Create or borrow lab sheets water
• When the tests are complete, record the data quality testing lab sheet: (http://www.
for each group and have students copy the data lcmm.org/education/resource/onwater-ecology/worksheet-water-qualityfor other groups on their own data sheet.
testing.pdf)
• Discuss how the measurements for the water
Be sure determine what you need
samples were similar or different.
before ordering kits.
• Have students use the data as evidence to
improve the quality of the water found in the
sample.
• Have students share their writing. Discuss
competing points of view or any disagreements
about the use of evidence from your water
quality data.

Indoor opportunities Collect water samples ahead of time and prepare for the lab.
Follow-up Biological oxygen demand (BOD), Entero/Colilert all require time to incubate.

Students should determine the implications of the final data measurements and provide analysis.
Students or community volunteers can monitor changes in measurements over time and conduct
multiple tests over time.

Alternatives Choose one or more parameters: (microbes, conductivity, turbidimeter);
(DO, pH, salinity/conductivity, temperature, turbidity)
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Organize a visit to a local wastewater treatment plant or invite a local expert to discuss
challenges

Links (to example projects/lesson plans)
• BOD procedure: https://water.usgs.
gov/owq/FieldManual/Chapter7/
NFMChap7_2_BOD.pdf
• Entero: https://www.idexx.com/
resource-library/water/enterolert-eprocedure-en.pdf
• Coli: https://www.idexx.com/resourcelibrary/water/colilert-procedure-en.pdf
• Turbidity: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4277NIHZn68
• DO/salinity/conductivity: https://www.
ysi.com/File%20Library/Documents/
Manuals/605348-YSI-550A-OperationsManual-RevB_001.pdf
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Activity: Identify

Field Guide of Your Community
Overview
This activity is designed to investigate local
organisms and compile information in a
semi-formal guide. See sample links below.
Students will spend time in the field
identifying, gathering, and sketching
organisms abundant in local environment.
Students then draft a field guide (including
images of selected species) of the local
community.

Prep Collect well known,

comprehensive, and fun field guides to
share with the class or group; select a
local area for student field work.

Materials Cameras, sketchbooks,
magnifying glasses, clippers (collect
samples), jars/containers (collect
samples).

Procedure
• Show and discuss examples of good field guides and provide a clear description of the field
day where students will select species for their field guide (preferably different species).
• Ask students to draw, collect, identify, and/or photograph the species and bring data back
for discussion.
• Work together to review the collected species and create a local ecological field guide that
describes the area visited and the species found.

Indoor opportunities Species are predetermined and students can be given
computers and/or existing field guides to do their own research.

Links (to example projects/lesson plans)
• http://web.nmsu.edu/~susanbro/
educ451/docs/A_natural_integration.pdf
• http://www.wikihow.com/Write-a-FieldGuide-When-You-Are-a-Young-Naturalist
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Activity: Identify

Oil Spill

Materials Vegetable oil, forks,

food coloring, popsicle sticks, cotton,
cardboard, paper towels

Overview
In this activity, students read about oil spills and the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill
and geo-locate the Deepwater Horizon spill on a map. Then students simulate an
oil spill and cleanup and discuss the effectiveness and flaws of oil cleanup strategies
based on the results.”

Procedure
• Have students measure four tablespoons of vegetable oil and use a fork or a whisk to
mix it with 1-4 drops of food coloring. Ask: What do you think the oil and food coloring
represent?
• Explain to students that the oil represents crude oil and the food coloring represents
chemicals trapped inside of the oil. Make sure they understand that the food coloring will
not mix completely with the oil.
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• Next, have students carefully pour the dyed oil into the center of the container with
water and float a one-inch popsicle stick in the middle of the oil spill. Tell students that
the popsicle stick represents a ship. Ask the oil remover in each group to use the supplied
materials—pieces of cotton, cardboard, and paper towels smaller than one inch—to try to
remove the oil before it reaches the sides of their container.
• Rotate around the groups and ask the observers to orally describe what the oil removers
are doing and what material they are using.
• Have kids discuss what worked and didn’t, why they think it did or did not work, and
preventative measures for the future.

Links (to example projects/lesson plans)
• Oil Spill Science: Deepwater Horizon:
http://masgc.org/oilscience/oil-spillscience-fish-impacts.pdf
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Act
Once you have identified issues to be improved, the next step is action.
Understanding which organizations (both governmental and non-governmental) are
working on the past/present/future issues related to environmental preservation and
are addressing local issues can help students/teachers/schools identify the best ways
to get involved with these local preservation efforts.
Aspects of ecological action/stewardship
Creating improvement activities and biological monitoring days.
Creating systems that will continue into the future (such as monthly testing, cleanup etc.)
Community/civic engagement and political action (attending town meetings, writing letters etc.)
Working with local NGO’s and environmental advocacy groups to harmonize efforts.
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Activity: Act

Stop the Invaders!

Prep Find your local invasive species

Overview
In this activity, students walk along river
habitats identifying, removing, and
discarding problematic invasive species.
Invasive species create serious problems
for local waterways and have cascading
effects through ecosystem structures.

visual ID in the library or through the
link below; lesson on why invasives
takeover and why they are so damaging;
plan to dispose of invasives.

Materials Local invasive tree

guide, shovels, clippers, trash bags,
gloves, wheelbarrows, truck to dispose
of trash bags.

Procedure
• Take students to areas where invasive plants and species are an issue.
• Work in teams to identify invasive plants, safely remove them, place in trash bags, and
dispose of them at local waste collection sites.
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• Be sure you have permission to work in the area.

Follow-up Go back after a few weeks or months to check on recurring invasive species.
Links
• Invasive species ID in the Hudson River:
http://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/50272.html
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Activity: Act

Ecological Literature Competition

Prep Select a theme that is relevant

Overview
Students will write about the local
environment using a theme, such
as “Nature and Me: Best Friends” to
encourage understanding and respect
There can be two categories: “prose”
and “poetry”. This activity supports and
encourages ecologically minded children
willing to participate in positive actions
for the conservation of their native land.

to your region, such as: “Why Protect
the Volga River?” or “Why Protect the
Hudson River?” Advertise a “poetry and
prose” competition in schools, through
local writing groups, newspapers, etc.
Develop a simple agreed upon rubric
or scoring sheet for the judges. The
rubric could include the following
criteria: Relevance to the theme; clarity
of message; plot, language, stylistic
features, originality; writing style;
quality of information; the use of
illustrations; novelty of the writing and
its importance for environmental and
educational activities. You can target
different age groups with different
preparation. For younger groups, for
example, vocabulary lists might be
helpful.

Materials Advertisement of

contest, rubric, certificates and prizes
for the winners.
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Procedure
• In a classroom, each student will write a poem or a story (fiction/nonfiction), essay,
or play using the theme. This can also be done with local youth groups, writing groups,
newspaper contest, etc.
• Teachers or local officials will collect entries.
• Create a team of judges from local professionals that includes teachers, writers, scientists,
and artists.
• The judges use the rubric and rank the writings to identify the winners.
• All participants are invited to a local school or community center to read and/or view
entries. Winners are announced, presented prizes, and invited to read their works aloud.

Links
• Teaching the Hudson Valley’s “Writing
about place” competition: http://
www.teachingthehudsonvalley.org/
writingoverview2016/
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Activity: Act

Ecological Mascot: The Sturgeon

Prep Gather textbooks, field guides,

articles, videos, and websites about local
sturgeon.

Overview

Materials Paper and drawing/

painting materials or computer drawing
materials, as well as informational
materials noted in “prep”. If possible,
use specimens of sturgeon “scutes”--the
bony scales along the lateral sides of
sturgeon, specimens of sturgeon bones
or models of sturgeon.

In this activity, students will learn about and
celebrate a single organism as a group or
class. Many universities, schools, and regions
rally around mascots that represent local
wildlife. Choosing an ecological mascot can
increase awareness of and concern for local
wildlife and habitats. In Russia or the US,
the Sturgeon--a group of ancient and strange
looking fish--can be a good ecological mascot choice for educators, scientists, and
students. There are sturgeon species native to the Volga River and others native to
the Hudson River (and more sturgeon that are native to other waters). In Astrakhan,
Russia, locals celebrate their region with symbols such as the lotus and of course the
sturgeon--found in paintings and sculptures all over the city and region. In the
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Hudson River region, tributaries and river crossings are marked with signs depicting
sturgeon, and they are revered by state conservation professionals as well as
environmental educators. Sturgeon are adapted to benthic living--they are benthic-which you can see in their dangling barbels (“whiskers” that actually “taste” the river
bottom as they look for prey). Sturgeon also have flat bellies to allow easy movement
on the river bottom, and they have vaccuum-like mouths to suck up invertebrates.

Procedure
• Discuss what a mascot is and local wildlife that could be a mascot.
• Choose a local fish or wildlife creature, such as the sturgeon, to be your group/class
“ecological mascot”.
• Create art, music, theatrical performances, posters, or a website campaign to promote
your mascot. Ask students to include information about the mascot and why it is important
to your region.

Indoor opportunities This activity is an ideal indoor activity, through field trips
would greatly enhance the experience.

Follow-up Quiz students on their knowledge of their mascot. Decorate school or

government buildings with mascot art and information. Write to school or government officials
and propose your fish or animal as the official mascot.

Alternatives
• Study the top 3-4 plants/animals of your region and create art or field guide entries about
them. Draw or construct a food web to show how the mascot fits into the ecosystem (and
how humans fit together with the mascot).
• Investigate local field trip opportunities to see sturgeon at fish farms or on display at a
local aquarium.
• Invite a marine or estuary scientist who studies sturgeon to visit your students.
• In the Volga it might be easier to interact with Sturgeon at private fish farms. On the
Hudson it might be easier to interact with Sturgeon through state monitoring methods. In
both areas sturgeon are endangered.
• Study local constructions projects in each region which threaten local sturgeon species
(e.g. dams on Volga and bridges on Hudson). Construction projects either thwart migration
or spawning.
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How can this be adapted for different age groups? Young children:

limit the number of facts and the complexity of the art work. Teens and Adults: Increase the
complexity of facts and use the scientific method to conduct research about sturgeon or to
review existing data about sturgeon health in your region. Field trips and live demonstrations
engage all ages.

Links
• “Herman the Sturgeon” is an unofficial
mascot of the state of Oregon in the US:
http://www.dfw.state.or.us/resources/
visitors/bonneville_hatchery_herman.asp
• New York State Fisheries Unit sturgeon
sampling: http://www.dec.ny.gov/
animals/37121.html
• Scout the Sea Turtle: http://www.
naturefoundationsxm.org/projects_
programs/sss_education_project.htm
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Activity: Act

Tree Planting
Overview
In this activity, students take part in an
ecological restoration project, aka
“environmental action” and learn about
the importance of riparian zones. Riparian
zones are the places where land meets water
in a river or stream. Runoff is water that
flows from the land, buildings, or asphalt
into bodies of water. Erosion is the gradual
destruction of the soil in the riparian zone
by water or wind. Bank stabilization is the
act of using plants to reduce erosion
(“soft engineering”) or using walls and
other built structures (“hard engineering”).

Prep Talk with your local

environmental organization about
plants to stabilize riverbanks and local
procedures for permission to plant.
Purchase (or hold a fundraiser) local
plants/trees in partnership with a
private or government tree nursery. Be
sure that the plants you purchase can
thrive in the area you intend to plant
them.

Materials Plants, trees, shovels,
gloves

Procedure
• If possible, bring students to the nursery to purchase plants.
• Working in teams of two, have students dig holes twice the size of each plant width (or
according to instructions) and place plants and trees into the holes.
• Replace dirt around tree roots and water.

Indoor opportunities Discuss the benefits of building up the riparian zone and how
trees can help a watershed.

Follow-up Revisit the site of tree planting

at different times of year to check on the
success and health of the plants. Study the
water quality upstream and downstream from
the tree plantings.

Links
• Trees for Tribs in New York state (http://
www.dec.ny.gov/animals/77710.html).
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Activity: Act

Operation Clean Coast

Prep Collect all needed materials

and find a site to pick up trash.

Materials Garbage bags,

disposable gloves, truck/large vehicle to
take away the trash.

Overview
In this activity, young people work together to clean up garbage along a river, stream,
or other waterway in a community garbage clean up. Garbage clean-ups are easy to
plan and implement and have immediate rewards to the community and everyone
involved. Large scale community garbage clean ups can inspire participants to act
and to speak up about proper trash disposal and recycling. On the Hudson River,
nonprofit environmental organization Riverkeeper (https://www.riverkeeper.org)
holds the annual Riverkeeper Sweep, where schools and communities up and down
the river clean up its banks and tributaries. In the Volga River basin the Eco-Squad
uses a trash pick-up competition to encourage students in this stewardship activity.
Learn about how trash impacts your local waterway before you begin.
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Procedure
• Take a group(s) of youth to the site you have chosen and talk with them about how trash
affects the river and the surrounding area.
• Give each student a pair of disposable gloves and at least one trash bag per small group.
• Ask students to collect as much trash as they can (SAFETY is important since there may
be broken glass, metal, etc.).
• Collect all garbage bags and make sure you haven’t left any trash behind.
• Dispose of the mountains of waste and remember to take photos!

Links
• Riverkeeper Sweep: http://www.
riverkeeper.org/docket/data-collection2016-riverkeeper-sweep/
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Activity: Act

Make Your Voice Heard

Materials Find letters to the

Overview

editor and/or environmental articles
to share as examples. Consider both
print and online articles. In the Hudson
Valley there is a youth magazine called
Good Life Youth Journal (http://
www.goodlifeyouthjournal.com/) that
publishes writings exclusively from
youth ages 21 and under. In Astrakhan,
there is Caspian Youth News Agency
(http://cyna.news/).

Students can make their voice heard by
reporting on actions or writing a letter to
the region’s newspaper editor that focuses
on a local ecological issue. Facilitators
should research local environmental issues,
and/or local, regional, or national legislation
that will affect the local environment. You can speak with a community group, such
as the Saw Kill Watershed Community or the Astrakhan Eco-Squad about a specific
environmental issue in your community. Consider networking with area experts
about local environmental issues or ask them to speak to a group of students.
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Procedure
• Explain why letters to editors are useful, what they aim to accomplish, and why they are a
form of activism.
• Handout sample articles and letters to editors.
• Ask students, “What do you think makes a letter or article effective? “What captures your
attention?”
• Ask students to think of an environmental issue and look through sample journals,
newsletters, publications, and websites where they think it will be effective to write a letter or
article about their issue.
• Give students time to draft their own letter or work collaboratively in small groups.
• Encourage students to share their draft and revise based on feedback from the group.
• Collect letters to mail and/or assist students with posting online.

Outdoor opportunities Take students on an outside excursion where they are

able to observe the human impact on the environment and translate their experience into an
article. For example, if students observe litter in the river or waterway, they can speak about their
observation in the letter or article.

How can this be adapted for different age groups? Individuals

of any age can write letters to editors. This is a great way for younger children to express their
thoughts and make an impact. Editors love to receive articles from local children.
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Activity: Act

Save the Young

Prep Talk with local ecologists and

Overview

environmental educators in advance
to determine what species might be
affected by low water levels and at what
time of year. Make sure you have proper
permissions and licenses to collect
wild animals. Learn about the species
affected and have pictures to share with
young explorers.

Participants can help creatures stranded
on the edge of the Volga or Hudson Rivers
make their way to deeper water. Along the
Materials Outdoor clothing,
Volga River Delta some channels dry up in
rubber boots (or waders), nets, and
the spring when the hot sun dries up small
buckets.
streams and floodplains. This traps young
fish on the riverbank or beach. Along the
Hudson River, where there are two low tides
every day some young fish get stranded on
the shores, though this is less of a problem than on the Volga River. By helping
transfer stranded fish to larger bodies of water, young people can help young fish
and save millions of fish hatchlings.
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Procedure
• Gather a group of young explorers and plan a time to visit a low water area where fish are
stranded.
• Explain the action of saving fish and its value
• Share information about the local fish impacted and search for stranded fish and other
organisms
• Place fish in a mobile aquarium or bucket to view and then release into the river.

Next steps Connect this action to the region’s history and how altering the waterway has
been detrimental to fish and other water fauna. Keep track of names and numbers of species
each year to track the impact of the activity.

How can this be adapted for different age groups? Individuals of

any age can help transfer stranded fish to larger bodies of water. This is a wonderful activity for
families or groups of teens to do together.
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Activity: Act

Repel the Invasion of Plastic

Materials Trash bags, tables,

educational handouts about plastic
waste, recycling bins, small prizes for
answering questions correctly about
the waterway protection and the
environment. Prizes could include
reusable shopping bags or water bottles,
stickers or magnets about recycling, etc.

Prep Choose an active park or busy
Overview

area along the bank of your local river
or beachfront. Be sure to choose a
season, day, and time of day that is
active with visitors. Train volunteers to
speak to passersby about plastic waste
and its impacts on local fish and wildlife
using a list of questions about the local
watershed and the environment. Print
color photos of good and bad disposal
of plastics, including photos of how
plastics negatively impact or kill local
wildlife.

This activity teaches local residents and
visitors about non-degradable plastic waste
pollution and engages them in waterway
protection by setting up information stations
along waterways and beaches where people
visit. In this activity the information is
about the problem with plastic trash, such
as plastic bags, plastic rings from soda cans
and bottles, plastic bottles, and plastic
straws. Plastic bags resemble jellyfish to aquatic turtles who try to eat them and
choke. Plastic rings can choke birds, fish, and turtles. Plastic straws can get caught in
the throats or nostrils of turtles. All plastic can break down into fragments that clog
waterways and get into the stomachs of birds and other animals.
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Procedure
• Set up a table(s) or some other form of learning station in the park, river bank, or
beachfront. Multiple sites work best on a busy day.
• Assign 2 volunteers to each table and site.
• Teach students about how to invite passersby to the table for information and prizes.
Opening sentences such as, “Do you care about our local fish and wildlife?” or “Would you
like to win a prize?” are easy and catch the attention of visitors. Do not be discouraged if
people ignore you.
• Encourage volunteers to share basic information about the impact on local fish and
wildlife and encourage people to consider reusable items instead of plastics.
• Be honest but hopeful about the problem of plastics and the solutions.
• Encourage passersby to take quizzes, win prizes, and even play “plastic basketball” by
tossing trash into recycling bins and garbage bags!

How can this be adapted for different age groups? Individuals of

any age can participate as educators or as part of a team. This is a wonderful activity for families
or groups of teens to do together.

“To teach is to learn twice”
-Joseph Joubert
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Activity: Act

Social Media Campaign

Prep Set up a social media account

for your group, using Facebook,
Twitter, or other regional social
media sites. Look online to showcase
a current social media campaign
(facebook, twitter, etc.) to show
students how others are using social
media to raise awareness or address
environmental issues. A good example
is The Nature Conservancy on
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
thenatureconservancy/

Overview

Materials Colored paper, markers,
glue, scissors, post-it notes, a camera, a
computer

In this activity, students will create a
campaign to raise awareness about a specific
environmental issue, and educate the public about what they can do to help. Social
media usage is now more prevalent than ever and young people can reach a large
audience faster and easier than ever before. This activity will help students plan and
start a social media campaign about an environmental issue that they are invested
in and engaged with. Environmental activities can include raising awareness about a
local waterway, proposing changes people can make in their daily lives to protect or
conserve water sources, or gathering volunteers.

Procedure
• Break students into groups of two or three and have them create a poster that promotes
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a specific environmental issue, gives information about the issue, provides ways to engage
with the issue (through change in behavior, or volunteer efforts) and includes a creative title
or slogan.
• Have students hang posters on a wall.
• Give each student three post-it/sticky notes.
• Instruct students to put a post-it/sticky note by the poster they like the most and that they
think is the most likely to raise awareness and support. Tell students they cannot select their
own poster.
• Have students discuss what the posters messages are and ask for suggestions to make them
even more appealing. Encourage students to be positive and helpful to each other.
• Take pictures of all posters and use the favorite poster as a home or profile photo.
• Ask each group to write three (3) social media posts about the issue.
• Work with students to create a schedule for each post to include pictures related to the
issue, as well as posters created by the group.
• Encourage students to link the site to their own personal social media accounts and to
share it widely with friends and family.

Follow-up Ask students to work together to make daily posts and to give information or

tips. Check regularly to make sure the information is accurate and appropriate and to evaluate
the number of viewers or followers.

How can this be adapted for different age groups? Younger

children can create a poster that can be included on an established environmental social media
site. Children are especially creative and love it when their artwork is available for others to see.

Links The following links offer good

examples of social media lessons related to
the environment and water.
• https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/
files/2015-06/documents/epa810s15001_0.
pdf
• https://www.ncdot.gov/careers/edu/
initiatives/download/grades9-12.pdf
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Tales of Two Watershed Groups:
Success Stories in Watershed Protection
The Story of the Eco Squad of Astrakhan State University
Due to the deterioration of the ecological situation in the city of Astrakhan and the Astrakhan
region, a project was developed in 2007 to address environmental concerns and the preservation
of the unique natural environment of the Astrakhan region. The Geological and Geographical
Faculty of Astrakhan State University Environmental Unit created the Eco Squad, which
included more than 50 students from different courses and specialties. Participants joined field
trips commissioned by both the city and regional administrations to support environmental
activities and promote environmental advocacy and awareness-raising activities among the local
community.
The emphasis of the project was and remains a joint partnership between the city and
surrounding region. The administration provides transportation for group excursions and
arranges meals for students volunteering in the community. Astrakhan State University provides
the Eco-Squad with laboratory facilities for research, technology for analysis, modeling and
mapping along with logistical support to create environmental education activities in the
community. Each year the student leadership develops environmental goals and an action
plan based on feedback from local communities and works closely with other conservation
organizations in Astrakhan and the region to carry out the goals for the year. Cooperative
partnerships are created using the following framework:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Participation and development of environmental education for all ages;
Maintenance work that helps preserve the region’s environment;
Promotion of knowledge in the field of environmental protection in the community;
Implementation and promotion of research in the field of environmental studies;
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5. Participation in regional, Russian and international environmental programs and projects;
6. Hands-on activities for cleaning infested areas of the region.

Eco Squad has participated in “Operation Delta” also known as “Repel the Invasion of Plastic!”
The goal of this now annual environmental campaign is to attract public attention in the local
communities and to raise the awareness of visiting tourists about non-degradable plastic waste
pollution along the banks of the Volga-Akhtuba floodplain and the Volga Delta. In 2013,
“Operation” Delta “- Repel the Invasion of Plastic!” won the Environmental Award ERAECO.
The campaign remains an annual cornerstone project of the Eco-Squad.
The Eco-Squad has also participated in Clean Coast, one of the largest environmental events of
the Astrakhan region. It is held with the support of the administration of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Services in partnership with local community groups. The purity of
the coastal strip affects the ecological well-being of the reservoir. Concerned Astrakhan citizens
united to preserve the health of the coastline. Now in the eighth year as a campaign member
of Clean Coast, an international clean up campaign, communities in the Astrakhan region have
made a huge impact on the health of the local coastline.

This year, more than 6000 people gathered about 300 tons of waste, clearing the coastal territory
and 107 rivers over approximately

300 hectares. These figures reflect the commitment of local
communities to protect waterways and advance a culture of ecological preservation especially
among the young people who will inherit the current problems. This is particularly important
in the Astrakhan region because most communities are located along the banks of reservoirs,
which shapes the economic and social well being of community members.
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The Story of the Saw Kill Watershed Community
The Saw Kill Watershed Community (SKWC) is a small community organization formed two
years ago with the help of a grant from the Hudson River Estuary Program (a program of the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation). The organization is comprised
of members of the Bard, faculty, staff and students, and community leaders who live and work
along the Saw Kill (a tributary which leads to the Hudson River). Students, staff, and faculty
from grade schools or colleges could follow the model of SKWC to develop their own watershed
groups. Three of our main lessons from 2 years of watershed protection are: 1) Collaboration is
crucial. 2) Science is crucial. 3) Civic engagement is crucial.

Civic engagement is crucial.
SKWC has the word “community” in its name--and this was intentional. Other watershed groups
have “alliance” or “council” in their names, which probably work just as well. But SKWC wanted
to be a shared, community-building effort from the beginning. Civic engagement means getting
people involved. This might mean getting them to our regular meetings. This might mean getting
them to join one of our working groups (notice that “working group” is a more active word than
“committee”). Civic engagement might mean citizen science - getting regular everyday citizens
involved with the monitoring of their watershed.
Why is civic engagement crucial? Civic engagement is crucial because engaged and informed
citizens help make democracy function. Civic engagement gives citizens power to speak up and
interact with their elected officials. Engaged and informed citizens can help scientists find the
right sampling locations or historic data, improving the science. They can also give support to
scientists trying to promote policy changes. More simply, we posit that Civic Engagement →
Action → Environmental Improvements (for the benefit of people and planet).

Collaboration is crucial.
Community does not just mean the residents. Community also involves the government
officials and non-profit organizations working on watershed issues. When forming a watershed
group, you should always consider whether you are “recreating the wheel” or attempting to do
something that has already been done. In the case of SKWC, there had been citizen science
projects and water protection groups in existence, but they had petered out. SKWC would be
meeting the needs of the College and the Community in a unique way.
But we still needed help. We worked with the college groups mentioned above (EUS and CCE).
We also made sure to work with community groups like farmers, fishers (Trout Unlimited), state
officials (Hudson River Estuary Program), national officials (Hudson River National Estuarine
Research Reserve), non-profits (Hudsonia, Riverkeeper, and the Hudson River Foundation), and
an umbrella organization that helps smaller watershed groups share resources (the Hudson River
Watershed Alliance). Each group provided its own kind of expertise--whether it was political,
scientific, economic, or social expertise, it all was needed.
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Science is Crucial.
Science is engaging. With citizen science community members can be directly involved in the
work, using fascinating tools, and engaging directly with plants and animals. People tend to
understand what they experience more deeply than what they read or hear. Engaging is learning,
deeply, and science is engaging.
Science is long-lasting. Data can last. Data collected about the Saw Kill in the 1970s lay dormant
for 5 decades but was still useful as a baseline when the monitoring was revived in 2015 (it was
the task of some intrepid interns to transfer the data from paper to computer spreadsheets,
but the data was there!). There are various scientific approaches to studying the health of the
waterway, but as long as the methods are recorded, they can be revived in the future.
Science is objective. The scientific methods removes opinions from environmental issues and
helps citizens and politicians approach issues through the same lens.

How will you start a watershed group?
• Reach out to all the educational institutions that study and protect water in your area.
• Reach out to all the government and nonprofit organizations that study and protect water
in your area.
• Gather a core group that represents several of the governmental, non-governmental, and
educational institutions mentioned above.
• Discuss the top 5-10 environmental issues in your area.
• Develop a mission for your group.
• Gather a larger group of people the core group invites to a scoping meeting. See if the
mission seems to make sense to this larger group.
• Develop some educational events.
• Develop a water quality monitoring plan.
• Invite the public to an open meeting and explain the mission and invite them to
participate in educational activities and or science. Welcome their feedback.
• Develop a watershed assessment looking at many different scientific and social parameters
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The Future of Youth Waterway Protection
This Toolkit offers creative and engaging activities that help educators and community leaders
raise awareness among young people in a way that emboldens them to take leadership in
preserving the waterways around them. We have encountered thousands of children and
teachers in both the U.S. and Russia during our partnership and anticipate reaching thousands
more. Combining youth engagement, environmental preservation, and leadership training
make for an informed and engaged citizenry for today and tomorrow. Citizen action is essential
to continued watershed health. We must be emboldened to act in order to preserve the health
of our rivers and support the health of the environment and the people that live and work in
watershed communities.
Pete Seeger, a long time singer and activist for the health of the Hudson River, said,
“Participation, that’s what’s gonna save the human race.” Participation can be educational,
recreational, physical, or political--and
the activities contained herein represent
examples of each. We hope you can use
“Participation, that’s
this Toolkit to increase participation in
what’s gonna save the
the environmental protection of your
watershed!

human race.”
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Glossary
Because this Toolkit exists both in English and in Russian, some keywords such as “watershed,”
“sustainability,” “civic engagement” and “stewardship” may not translate exactly. Replacement words
may be used in order to provide a clearer translation for both issues of the Toolkit. For example:
“protection” can be used instead of stewardship, or “basin” instead of watershed.

Sustainability The ability to continue a defined behavior indefinitely. Environmental

sustainability refers to maintaining rates of resource consumption, pollution, and resource
extraction that can be maintained indefinitely.

Community A group of people living in the same place or sharing another common
characteristic; a feeling of fellowship with others (group, cohort, organization).

Civic Engagement Working with community members to be actively integrated in
addressing community wide or regional issues or concerns.

Citizen Science The collection and analysis of data related to the natural world by the general
public (i.e. non-”scientists”).

Endemic/native/invasive species Endemic plants are native or restricted to the area in

question. Invasive species are are species who are not native to an area/ecosystem and whose
introduction would likely cause harm to the trophic structure or ecosystem functioning.

Youth leaders Young people who take it on themselves to spread and encourage sustainability

and stewardship values.

Sturgeon Long-lived armored fish found primarily in river deltas and estuaries.
Watershed/Basin An area of land in which all water flows to one larger body of water
Waterway Any water route used for travel (river, canal).
Lake An area of water contained in a basin, surrounded by land and not drained by any river or

other outlet.

Tundra Parts of Asia, North America, and the Arctic Region of Europe in which the subsoil is

permanently frozen.
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Resources
Below are some useful resources about rivers & watersheds, environmental education, and civic
engagement.

Rivers and Watersheds
https://www.internationalrivers.org/
https://www.americanrivers.org/

Environmental Education
https://naaee.org/
http://www.teachingthehudsonvalley.org/
https://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/edu/k12/snapshotday/

Civic Engagement
https://www.aacu.org/resources/civic-learning
http://www.nytimes.com/ref/college/collegespecial2/coll_aascu_defi.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/ourwork/funding/partners/civil_society_
organizations/civic_engagement_dialogue_series.html
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The Toolkit Team
The Bard College Center for Civic Engagement (CCE) and the EcoSquad of Astrakhan State
University are invested in the long term protection of area waterways and watersheds, including
the Hudson River in the US and the Volga River in Russia. Together, these groups created
the project Waterway Education and Protection: The Next Generation, focused on youth
leadership and engagement to educate students and the community at large about ecological
stewardship. The goal of the project is to create a youth based leadership model that supports
collaboration between future environmental leaders in the US and Russia who are interested in
the stewardship of local waterways.
The Eco Squad team from Astrakhan, Russia came together with students and staff from Bard
College during the summer of 2016 when they visited Bard in New York, USA. Team members
met local experts, learned about the Sawkill Watershed project, traveled out on the Hudson
River, and participated in science outreach activities. Similarly, the US team visited Astrakhan,
Russia in October 2016 to learn best practices, meet experts, and participate in community
activities related to the Volga. This is the beginning of an ongoing journey. We look forward to
sharing the next adventure with you!

About the Project Team
The exchange between the teams has been vital for scientific and cultural understanding. The
project and toolkit was coordinated by the Bard College Center for Civic Engagement (CCE),
together with students from the Ecology Squad (Eco-Squad) of Astrakhan State University, and
staff and students from CCE and the Environmental and Urban Studies Program (EUS) at Bard
College. (https://sawkillwatershed.wordpress.com/2016/10/15/skwc-in-russia/)

Project Team Members
Sammy Astrachan
Anastasia Borzova
Erin Cannan
Emma Donohue
Bonnie Goad
Denis Grachev
Marika Krupitsky
Tom O’Dowd
Siira Rieschl
Mikhail Valov
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Eco Squad of Astrakhan State University
The Ecology Squad (Eco Squad) of the Geological and Geographical Faculty of Astrakhan
State University Environmental Unit was developed to address environmental concerns and
the preservation of the unique natural environment of the Astrakhan region. More than 50
students from different courses and specialties participate in field trips commissioned by the
city and regional administration, conduct environmental activities, and carry out environmental
advocacy and awareness-raising activities.
The project is implemented jointly with the city and the region. Astrakhan State University
allows members of the to Eco Squad to utilize laboratory facilities for research, computer
technology for processing results, and copy equipment for the preparation of activities for
environmental education. Each year the leadership of the project develops environmental goals
and an action plan. The Eco Squad actively cooperates with other conservation organizations in
Astrakhan and the region to carry out environmental activities.

Bard College
Bard College is a small liberal arts college located in Annandale-on-Hudson, NY, a small
village on the banks of the Hudson River (in New York state, USA), which makes the College
well-suited for waterway education. A small tributary of the Hudson River, the Saw Kill, runs
through the campus, providing a living laboratory for citizen science, environmental education,
and waterway protection. Watershed protection and watershed education is carried out by a
number of different programs of Bard College, but especially the non-academic Center for
Civic Engagement (CCE), the Environmental and Urban Studies (EUS) academic program,
and the Saw Kill Watershed Community (SKWC) group. SKWC is a collaboration between
CCE and EUS and brings people from town and college together to solve shared problems and
opportunities.

Bard Center for Civic Engagement (CCE)
The Center for Civic Engagement at Bard College embodies the fundamental belief that
education and civil society are inextricably linked. In an age of information overload, it is more
important than ever that citizens be educated and trained to think critically and be actively
engaged with issues affecting public life. Through its educational endeavors in the United States
and abroad, CCE demonstrates a firm conviction that institutions of higher education can and
should operate in the public interest. To this end, CCE sponsors many projects that carry out
waterway education and protection.

Environmental and Urban Studies (EUS) program
The Environmental and Urban Studies (EUS) program aims to endow students with an in-depth,
interdisciplinary understanding of the complexities of environmental and urban issues. The goal
is to educate leaders who will design a sustainable future in built and natural environments. EUS
is designed to encourage students to engage intellectually with people across disciplines, as well
as to acquire practical skill sets and experience addressing urban and environmental challenges.
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Saw Kill Watershed Community (SKWC) group
The Saw Kill Watershed Community (SKWC) protects the Saw Kill watershed and its ecological,
recreational, and historic resources through hands-on science, education, and advocacy.
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